This Seventh Edition has been updated to reflect significant changes in the law of property over the last few years. Those include: (1) the decision by the Supreme Judicial Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in *Commonwealth v. Magadini*, recognizing the availability of the defense of necessity in trespass cases involving homeless persons; (2) the *Loughhead* case finding an apartment building in Houston to be a nuisance; (3) the Supreme Court’s broad application of the First Amendment’s free speech clause to signage regulations in *Reed v. Town of Gilbert*; (4) the monumental Supreme Court decision in *Obergefell v. Hodges* finding a constitutional right to same-sex marriage under both the due process and equal protection clauses; (5) the 2015 adoption of the Revised Uniform Residential Landlord and Tenant Act; (6) the increasing importance of the “sharing economy,” particularly in the rental housing sector; (7) a return to direct judicial oversight of the *Mount Laurel* doctrine; (8) increasing litigation over the inheritance rights of children born through reproductive technologies after the death of their biological parents; (9) the continuing evolution of legal responses to the housing crisis of the last decade; (10) the Supreme Court’s affirmation of Fair Housing Act disparate impact claims in the *Inclusive Communities* case, along with the Second Circuit’s application of the new HUD disparate impact regulations in *MHANY Management, Inc. v. County of Nassau*; (11) the Michigan Supreme Court’s overruling the lower court’s due process building regulation decision in *Bonner*; and (12) important new regulatory takings decisions by the Supreme Court.

---

Court, including *Brandt* and *Horne*, as well as the grant of certiorari in *Murr*. For an area one might have thought settled in a mature, free market economy, these developments provide powerful evidence that property law continues to change with surprising regularity.

As in the earlier editions, we have attempted to ensure that students and professors can get a clear and accurate picture of the current law, as well as a thorough understanding of the many disagreements among the states on the applicable rules in force. Some of the rules governing property are arcane and complex, and students should be able to learn them without reading a treatise on the side. At the same time, many of the cases have dissents, and almost all have policy discussion justifying the court’s approach. Where no dissents are present and the states disagree about the law, we have made this clear in the note material.

In this edition, as in the past, we have included statutory and regulatory text as principal readings throughout the book. It is critical for first-year students to understand that the law is as much a creature of legislatures and agencies as it is of courts, and this is as true in property as in other areas of the law. We have also presented problems that place students in real lawyering roles so that they can use the materials in the book (principal cases, subsidiary cases, textual explanation of the doctrine, and policy concerns) to make arguments on both sides of hard cases and to learn both to justify their judgments and to criticize the results reached by the courts and legislatures.

For some of the principal cases, we have listed the exact or approximate address of the property considered in the case. Here is an example, from *Glavin v. Eckman* in Chapter 1:

This will allow students and professors to go to an Internet map service, such as Google Maps (http://maps.google.com) or Bing Maps (http://www.bing.com/maps/) to view the property in question. Both Google and Bing Maps have satellite or aerial views that help give a sense of how the property is situated, as well as the surrounding terrain, and Google Earth has other features as well. Some of us project satellite images on a screen in the front of the classroom as we teach these cases, and it seems to help give students a sense of the lay of the land and the relations among the neighboring parcels. It is particularly helpful in understanding cases that involve land use conflicts among neighbors.

Note that cases throughout the book have been edited for succinctness and to focus students on the most relevant discussions. Some deletions of text within cases are

---

noted by an ellipsis ( . . . ), but the bulk of our elisions in the text, as well as internal case citations and most footnotes, have been deleted without notation. When footnotes are retained in cases, they are renumbered so that footnotes are consecutively numbered in each chapter.

As with any new edition, especially one as thoroughly updated as this one has been, some mistakes surely have crept in. We would be delighted to hear about them or about any other feedback from faculty and students who use this book. Such feedback motivated many of the changes in this edition, and we welcome future suggestions from users of the Seventh Edition. Feel free to write to us at bethany.berger@uconn.edu; ndavidson@law.fordham.edu; eduardo.penalver@cornell.edu; and jsinger@law.harvard.edu.
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